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Our History
The Morgan Conservatory is the largest arts center in the United States  
dedicated to every facet of papermaking, book arts and letterpress printing and 
to cultivating the talents of established and emerging artists. An international 
destination that is free and open to the public, the Morgan Conservatory is  
a working studio, gallery, gathering place for the community, educational hub 
and purveyor of some of the finest handmade papers in the world.

Since opening to the public in 2008, the Morgan Art of Papermaking Conser-
vatory and Educational Foundation has been a rising star in the Cleveland arts 
community and the papermaking world. The Morgan Conservatory’s 15,000 
square foot converted industrial space is home to professional and aspiring 
artists dedicated to the ancient art of papermaking, book arts and letterpress 
printing. The Conservatory has been transformed into an art facility with 
studios; an 85' double-wall gallery; a space for community events; and a unique 
kozo garden was installed to grow fiber for specialized papers.

Our Mission Statement
 Through teaching historical and innovative papermaking and the art of the 
book; and producing handmade papers—The Morgan educates, mentors, and 
inspires emerging and established artists, students, and community members  
to create.
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The Morgan Art of Papermaking Conservatory and Educational Foundation is 
delighted to announce another full schedule of winter workshops. This winter, 
we will host a hybrid workshop season that will incorporate in-person and virtual 
workshops. While our COVID-19 policies no longer require (but encourage) 
masks we continue to be vigilant, monitoring any updates in CDC guidelines 
and will make adjustments accordingly. We strive to preserve traditional  
practices in hand papermaking, letterpress printing, and the art of the book, 
while cultivating contemporary artwork made within these disciplines. Our 
workshops provide the opportunity to learn craft traditions and creative  
techniques developed by practicing artists in an environment that fosters  
creativity. As always, our workshops are open to all skill levels, from beginners  
to professionals. We are looking forward to opening our doors and Zoom 
screens to you this winter and creating art together!

Workshop Registration 
You can register for a workshop online at  
www.MorganConservatory.org/allworkshops 
or by calling us at 216.361.9255. 

Looking for a Valentine’s gift?  
Get 10% off when you call to purchase two registrations to the virtual workshop 
Historical Valentines with Stephanie Wolff on January 31 from 5:00–8:00 pm 
EST.

Interested in learning more about letterpress printing?  
Get 10% off when you call to register for Bridget Lewis’s virtual workshop, 
Paper Choice for Letterpress Printing on February 20 from 6:00–8:00 pm EST, 
and Wendy Partridge’s in-person workshop, Letterpress Possibilities: Pressure 
Printing and Moveable Type on March 25–26.

Interested in becoming a member of the Morgan? 
A 12-Month Membership includes store and workshop discounts and more!

Please visit our website for more information: www.MorganConservatory.org
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Introduction to Western Papermaking
Taught by Maria Welch

January 28-29 | 10:00-4:00 | $200 
Registration Deadline: January 14

Learn to make handmade paper from start to finish in  
this two-day workshop. During this workshop you will be 
introduced to the basics of Western hand papermaking 
and its history. We will look at different types of fiber,  
discuss their physical properties, how to process them, 
and the type of paper they produce. Through hands-on 
demonstrations you will learn to prepare the studio, con-
sistent sheet formation, and will make paper from cotton, 
abaca, and flax fibers. No prior experience required! 

Japanese Papermaking
Taught by Michaelle Marschall

March 18-19 | 10:00-4:00 | $180 
Registration Deadline: March 4

Japanese papermaking is an ancient art over 1300 years 
old. In this two-day workshop, you will learn how to cre-
ate beautiful sheets of washi, and you will be introduced 
to traditional and nontraditional processes of making 
Japanese paper from start to finish. Using kozo grown 
in the Morgan’s garden, you will learn how to scrape the 
bark, cook, and beat the fibers to form strong, translucent 
sheets of paper.

In-Person Workshops | PAPERMAKING
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Artwork by  
Fran Kovac

Contemporary Longstitch
Taught by Fran Kovac

February 11 | 10:00-4:00 | $85 
Optional parchment, add on $20 
Only 6 spots available for the use of parchment 
Registration Deadline: January 28

Create this beautiful contemporary Longstitch Journal,  
a book that will open flat for drawing and writing. Students 
will create one paper cased journal, with over 200 pages 
to hold their creative ideas and pursuits. Although we 
will use stiff paper for our covers, original 16th century 
Longstitch books used animal parchment for their “semi 
limp” covers. If you would like to work with goat parchment 
instead of paper, you may purchase a parchment cover 
when you register. Only 6 spots are available for use of 
parchment, so sign up soon! Prior bookbinding experience 
is helpful, but not required. 

Make Your Own Softcover Journal
Taught by Sarah Bailey

March 25 | 10:00-3:00 | $85 
Registration Deadline: March 11

Learn how to make a soft cover notebook with a cork 
cover from start to finish! During this workshop you will 
learn to determine the appropriate number of pages per 
signature, sew a text block, laminate a soft cover, and trim 
the notebook. By the end of the class, you  will be able  
to take home a completed and ready-to-use notebook  
with a beautiful cork cover.

BOOK ARTS
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Letterpress Possibilities: 
Pressure Printing  
and Moveable Type
Taught by Wendy Partridge

March 25-26 | 10:00-4:00 | $150 
Registration Deadline: March 11

This workshop will explore the Morgan’s cylinder presses 
and collection of large wood and metal type. Participants 
will make pieces with handset type and pressure printing 
imagery, an experimental letterpress technique used  
to create textural effects. By the end of the workshop,  
participants will have created a series of letterpress 
broadsides or posters. The workshop provides a  
wonderful introduction to setting type by hand, learning 
alternative letterpress processes, and operating  
the Morgan’s Vandercook presses, the workhorses  
of letterpress printing. 

PRINTMAKING

Type forms by Wendy Partridge
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Archival Mounting and  
Matting Techniques for Works  
on Paper
Taught by Celeste Stauber 

January 21 | 10:00-4:00 | $110 
Registration Deadline: January 7

This one-day workshop will feature introductory demon-
strations in archival mounting methods, such as hinging/ 
floating and cornering, and how to measure and cut mats 
for works on paper. Instruction will be tailored to meet 
the needs of students’ pieces. Students will be supplied 
two sheets of 32"x40" mat board. At the end of the  
workshop, students will be confident in using the C+H  
Mat Cutter Pro at the Morgan and will have at least two 
matted pieces. Students are welcome to bring their  
own frames.

Exploring Encaustics
Taught by Taught by Michaelle Marschall

April 1–2 | 10:00-4:00 | $200 
Registration Deadline: March 18

Learn the ancient art of painting with molten beeswax  
in this two-day workshop. You will be introduced to a  
variety of basic techniques: building layers of pigmented 
wax, fusing, embedding, and collaging objects. Students 
are encouraged to use their own drawn or printed imag-
ery as source materials as they create luminous paintings  
on board. No previous experience required.

MIXED TECHNIQUE

Narrow Passage by Michaelle Marschall
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Re-envisioning Narratives:  
Creating Books with Found Materials
Taught by Savannah Bustillo 

January 10 & January 24 | 5:00-8:00 pm EST | $90 
Registration Deadline: January 3

Experiment with a playful approach to making new narra-
tives with found materials and existing prints during this 
virtual workshop! Learn to organize found materials and 
strategies for working with spontaneity and chance to 
build a compelling narrative. Students will learn Japanese 
stab binding, pamphlet stitch, a diagonal pocket book,  
and discuss the unique narrative possibilities each  
structure offers. Time will be set aside during class for 
group discussion on troubleshooting and decision making 
for individual book projects. All skill levels are welcome.

Blizzard Book
Taught by Beth Sheehan

January 30 | 6:00-8:00 pm EST | $45 
Registration Deadline: January 16

The Blizzard Book is a movable book structure created by 
Hedi Kyle. The book is reminiscent of origami, made only 
with folds and can easily become a hard-cover or soft-
cover book. It is a quick and fun structure with removable 
pages and plenty of possibilities! In this two-hour virtual 
workshop, participants will learn to fold the Blizzard book’s 
spine, create pages, and make soft-covers for their book.

Artwork by  
Beth Sheehan

Virtual Workshops | BOOK ARTS
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Historical Valentines
Taught by Stephanie Wolff 

January 31 | 5:00-8:00 pm EST | $50 
Registration Deadline: January 17

In the mid-19th century, cobweb or bee-hive valentines 
were sometimes delivered on Valentine’s Day. They had a 
picture, often flowers or a picturesque scene, with a string 
in the center. When the string was pulled the top picture 
revealed a second picture underneath, visible through 
cuts in the top layer with the stretched paper having the 
appearance of a cobweb. The woven heart in hand was 
another “token of love” exchanged. During this virtual 
workshop we’ll construct a model of both of these historic 
valentines. Participants can make more personalized  
valentines to send for Valentine’s Day or incorporate 
these techniques in their artwork after class. 

Drum Leaf: A Lay Flat Binding
Taught by Beth Sheehan

February 27 | 6:00-8:00 pm EST | $45 
Registration Deadline: February 13

In this two-hour virtual workshop, students will learn to  
fold and adhere pages to create the drum leaf textblock. 
Sheehan will then go over the steps for scoring and fold-
ing the drop-spine softcover. Finally, students will adhere 
covers to their text blocks, completing their respective 
books. Class size is limited to ensure an optimal student-
to-teacher ratio. Register now before the remaining  
spots fill up!

Mechanical Spine Binding 
with Your Own Paste Paper
Taught by María Carolina Ceballos

March 13 & 20 | 5:00-8:00 pm EST | $90 
Registration Deadline: February 27

Learn how to make your own paste paper and use it to 
create a non-adhesive binding with a mechanical spine 
in this two-session virtual workshop! Students will learn 
how to prepare paste for paste paper and how to create 
unique patterns and textures on the paper. Then, students 
will learn to sew a book using coptic stitch, construct 
the spine, and “adhere it” to the sewn book. This lay flat 
structure is a great option for personalized sketchbooks 
and journals. No prior experience necessary.

BOOK ARTS
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Paper Choice for  
Letterpress Printing
Taught by Bridget Lewis

February 20 | 6:00-8:00 pm EST | $50 
Optional Printed Paper Sample Kit $24.95 
Registration Deadline: February 6

Choosing the right paper can take your letterpress prints 
from good to great. This demonstration based virtual class 
will present a range of papers, including handmade  
papers from the Morgan, and cover how each responds  
to a variety of letterpress printing techniques. Demonstra-
tions will cover the press adjustments needed to accom-
modate certain papers and effects, although press access 
is not required for participation. It is recommended that 
students purchase a packet of printed paper samples 
when registering but not required. Samples will serve as 
examples during the printing demos and reference points 
for future work. 

The Stenciled Image
Taught by Stephanie Wolff

March 7 | 5:00-8:00 pm EST | $50 
Registration Deadline: February 21

Stenciled artwork generally breaks down an image into  
its most essential parts. In this virtual workshop we will 
cover a basic method of creating and using stencils to 
make multiple copies on paper. Additionally, the use  
of registration jigs for the image and its placement on the 
paper will be addressed. Instruction will focus on using 
acrylic ink, but demos will cover other mediums.  
Participants are welcome to use what they have on hand 
and will be provided a supply list for consideration. 

PRINTMAKING
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Hiding in Plain Sight: 
An Introduction to  
Natural Dyes on Paper
Taught by Kyle Holland

February 21 & 28 | $80

February 21 5:00-8:00 pm EST 
February 28 6:00-8:00 pm EST 
 
Registration Deadline: February 7

In this two-session virtual workshop, you will learn to draw 
out natural dyes that are latent in plants and insects and 
apply them on paper. Using substantive and mordant nat-
ural dyes—two groups of natural dyes that are accessible 
and safe to use at home—we will cover how to coax color 
out of dyestuff through aqueous extraction, the prepara-
tion and function of mordants, and several techniques for 
applying both dyes and mordants on paper. You will leave 
with a small collection of naturally-dyed paper featuring 
the character, depth, and texture that distinguish natural 
dyes from other media that can be used to color paper. 
No prior experience required.

Paper Casting
Taught by Mellissa Ezelle

March 28 & April 4 | 6:00-8:00 pm EST | $60 
Registration Deadline: March 14

Learn an extremely accessible method of paper casting 
by casting directly on the form without the use of molds 
or pulp. Using found objects, unryu (mulberry) Japanese 
paper, and methyl cellulose, you will learn how to make 
hollow cast paper forms (both relief and three-dimension-
al). This is an extremely low-tech, cost-effective method 
that can be done at any kitchen table or home studio!  
You will be asked to bring your own found objects to cast.

MIXED TECHNIQUE
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